
APPENDIX V 

PENALIZATION TABLE 

Sub-clauses, Clauses Penalization 

PR-05 Rally 
Regulations 

Type of Violation 
No Authorization 

to Start 
(Exclusion) Time Monetary 

Fine 
3.2.1 4.2 Not present of the original of the entry form Organizer   
3.3.2 4.4 Not pay the entry fees Organizer   
3.4.3 - Absence of identification card at the fixed place Stewards   

3.4.4 - Absence of one of the members of the crew in the car during 
the Rally Stewards   

Violation of rules for placement of official stickers of the Rally 
(absent or overlapped by other stickers)    

 absence of one official or identification sticker, or one 
start number on the car   50% 3.5.3 7.1 

 absence of both start numbers on the car Stewards   
3.5.4 - Absence of the name of the pilot or national flag on the car   10% 

3.5.5 - Use of special coloring of the car or special signals by 
participant that give the preferences on the road Stewards   

4.5.8 - Failure to meet prescriptions in case of another crew’s 
accident at a Special Stage  Stewards   

4.5.9 - Failure to follow the prescribed traffic mode when a Special 
Stage was stopped Stewards  Stewards 

4.5.10 - Failure to perform actions prescribed for the case of accident 
of the crew itself   Stewards 

Absence of optional Organizer’s advertisement on the car, if 
participant agreed to place it (per each element)    

 one element absent   10% 4.7.3 7.2 

 all elements absent    100% 
Violation of reconnaissance rules    
 non-compliance with restrictions on transit through road 

included in Special Stages of the Rally Stewards   8.1.2) 

 non-compliance with the reconnaissance schedule Stewards   
5.2.1 

8.1.5)  moving along the Special Stages routes opposite to the 
direction indicated in the Road Book    10% 

5.2.2 8.1.3) Non-compliance of reconnaissance car with the established 
requirements 

Organizer 
(authorization 

for 
reconnaissance 

is not given) 

  

  Non-compliance with speed restrictions during the Rally 
route reconnaissance    

 1st offence   10% 
 2nd offence   50% 5.2.3 8.1.4) 
 3rd offence Stewards   

5.2.4 8.2 Non-compliance with the requirements to car and fit-out 
during shakedown 

Organizer 
(authorization 
for shakedown 
is not given) 

  

Non-compliance with the rules for administrative checks:    
 being late for administrative checks within their working 

time    20% 

 absence of any document to be controlled during 
administrative checks or its non-compliance with the 
established requirements  

Stewards   
5.3.2  

9.1 

 failure to pass administrative check within its working 
time Stewards   

Non-compliance with pre-start technical checks:     
 being late for technical checks within their working time   20% 
 failure to pass technical check within its working time Stewards   
 absence of homologation book for car or appendices 

thereto Stewards   
5.3.3 9.2 

 non-compliance of car with FIA/RAF technical 
requirements Stewards   

Non-compliance of car with FIA/RAF conformity detected in 
the course of the Rally  Stewards   5.3.4 

5.3.5 4.3 
Absence or damage in the course of the Rally of 
identification marking Stewards   

3.5.6 
5.3.6  Non-compliance with the requirements on tyre application Stewards Stewards Stewards 

5.4.1 10.2.4. Deviation from the route of the Rally Stewards   
5.4.2 10.2.4. Violation of traffic regulations during the Rally    



Sub-clauses, Clauses Penalization 

PR-05 Rally 
Regulations 

Type of Violation 
No Authorization 

to Start 
(Exclusion) Time Monetary 

Fine 
 1st offence   10% 
 2nd offence  5:00  

  

 3rd offence Stewards   
5.4.3 Prohibited assistance at the route of the Rally Stewards   

5.4.4 
10.2.4. Deliberate obstruction of traffic, hampering overtaking, 

unsportsmanlike behavior  Stewards Stewards Stewards 

5.5.2 - Willful correction of control card Stewards   
Non-compliance with closed park mode in the control zone Stewards   
Halt or deliberate movement at low speed between the sign 
of beginning of control zone and place of control Stewards  Stewards 5.5.4 

Non-observance of referee’s instructions in the control points Stewards  Stewards 
Non-compliance with the established sequence or absence 
of marks in control card Stewards   

Repeated entering the control zone Stewards   5.5.5 

Failure to present control card at the control point Stewards   

5.5.6 Non-compliance with the procedure for mark obtaining in the 
control point Stewards  Stewards 

Deviation from the established schedule of the Rally:    
 Early arrival at time control point (per 1 minute)  1:00  
 Late arrival at time control point (per 1 minute)  0:10  

5.5.9 

10.2.5. 

 Late arrival over: 
 15 minutes – between two time control point 
 30 minutes – at section or leg 
 60 minutes – through the whole Rally 

 
Stewards   

Late arrival for locating the car in the pre-start zone   10% 5.6.1 10.1.1 
Late arrival at start of the Rally, leg, section over 15 minutes Stewards   
Violation of traffic rules at the Special Stages:    
 running at the Special Stage in direction opposite to the 

prescribed  Stewards   

 non-compliance with the safety requirements when 
running along the Special Stage route Stewards   

5.7.3 10.3.3. 

 prohibited exterior assistance at the Special Stage route Stewards   

5.7.4 Failure of the crew to start at the Special Stage within 20 sec. 
from start command 

Chief Judge of 
the Special 
Stage start 

  

5.7.5 Late arrival at start of Special Stage compared to the 
designated time of the start (per 1 minute)  1:00  

False start at Special Stage:    
 1st offence  0:10  
 2nd offence  1:00  
 3rd offence\  3:00  
 further or deliberate false start Stewards   
 non-compliance with safety and overtaking rules Stewards  Stewards 

5.7.6 

10.3.3. 

 failure to pass the established distance (penalization is 
fixed as sum of the best result at Special Stage and 
penalty time) 

 3:00  

5.9.2 Non-compliance with servicing rules Stewards   
5.9.3 Speeding over 30 kms/hr in service park   10% 
5.9.5 Violation of tyres replacement and use rules Stewards Stewards Stewards 
5.9.6 

10.4. 

Violation of car refueling rules Stewards  Stewards 
  Violation of Park Ferme rules    

5.10.3  any works with car, its refueling or towing Stewards   
5.10.4  receiving exterior assistance  Stewards   
5.10.2  other violations   Stewards 
5.10.6 

10.5. 

 repair upon permit of technical supervisors (per 1 minute)  1:00  
Violations during final control:    
 failure of the car to arrive for final technical checks Stewards   5.11.1 9.3. 
 detected non-compliance of the car with FIA/RAF 

regulations, absence of identification marking Stewards   

 


